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Tell it like it is

• STSG is primarily interested in ensuring (government) 
policy is made well……..interest in the specifics of any 
particular policy is always secondary

• The motivation is that our engagement is refreshing and 
open, although many people dislike transparency – and 
some try to silence or marginalise us 



A Strong Economy in a Social Context

• If rights are constructed socially, and 
responsibilities allocated appropriately, 
transport can function effectively but 
the current misallocation of rights and 
responsibilities leads to inefficiency and 
dissension

• In recent years government transport 
spending has benefitted rich people 
more but this is socially unsustainable

• STSG’s paper “Paying for Better 
Transport” argues for a more plural 
approach



Democracy, Capitalism and Society

STSG suggested 2016 manifestos 
tackle
• Subsidy for the rich
• Placemaking
• Investment strategy
• Progressive taxation
• New ways of paying
• Simpler more flexible contracts
• Link policy and practice
• Modernise consumer protection
• New governance systems  



Towards Collaborative Transport
Siloed Economy and Divided Society Collaborative Transport Delivery

VAT is a matter for the UK Treasury Work with the UK treasury to get more 
progressive transport taxes

Competitiveness through tactical avoidance Competitiveness through tactical delivery of 
better prosperity, fairness and participation

Policy based evidence, adversarial government, 
and tyranny of minorities

Start with a trusted evidence base and manage 
political competition to achieve a race to the 
top

Real life and government policy go in opposite 
directions – e.g. buying a car and flying are the 
best ways to improve personal accessibility but 
are not current policy aims

Three pillars of collaboration are “Informed 
people” voting for “smarter government” to 
support “innovative business”

Unstable and divided and overlapping 
responsibilities of transport authorities for 
delivering complex goals (and delusions of 
consensus)

Collaboration is fostered when actors combine 
to deliver practical projects (Complex goals are 
best achieved when not pursued directly - there 
is no government dept for happiness 

http://stsg.org/towards-a-more-collaborative-transport-economy-report



Pooling Skills in the New Collaboration


